The attackers route traffic through third-party completely by many security tools. NetFlow, Zeek/Bro, RITA Analysis

For a collection, the Defenders are randomly dealt 4 PRECEDENCE cards, and there is a total of 12 or 16 cards in the deck. The Defenders win if they correctly identify the correct order of the cards and turn them over (or they lose if they cannot identify the order)

In TIC TAC TOE, the Defenders must prevent a row, column, or diagonal from going to "X" 3 times in a row (i.e., a 3x3 grid where there are 9 cards). The Defenders work together to prevent an "X" from going in a row, column, or diagonal to prevent a "WIN"

If you win the round, you get to pick a new card from the remaining cards (as designated by name and color). The new card紫色代表新卡，blue代表旧卡。